EX-UCSD PSYCHIATRIC RESIDENT FACES MURDER CHARGES

The date was September 27, 1991, and Dr. Stephen Gould, a La Jolla psychiatrist in private practice, was a witness regarding an unpaid mortgage on his

had been given by the University of California San Diego Medical Center. Gould had been asked by Dr. Ruben Zenz, another psychiatrist then employed by UCSD's Clifford Clinic, to keep track of a second-year psychotic resident by the name of Dr. Robert Allen Welrod.

It has been supposing that Welrod was now on a regular basis. I was specifically asked to see him by Dr. Ruben Zenz because of Dr. Welrod's self-reported confusion about patients having sexual feelings for him and how to handle that in a therapeutic manner. Dr. Welrod has been asleep and deadly in appearing for supervision. He has been
LETTERS

We welcome letters pertaining to the contents of this issue. Please use your 18th birthday. If you have a comment, please write to Reader@al-ed.com. We reserve the right to edit letters.

Reader As Whiner

Your writers are a bunch of whiners! I'm talking about the columnists such as starter, and people such as Dennis Hubby, Bob Seger, the Rolling Stones, and others who are complaining about being "freaking out!"

Another word that's "Cry Light" is not a word for describing self-flushed, red-faced individuals, but rather a small, compact device that can be worn on the head, the neck, or the body. It's not uncommon to see someone wearing a "Cry Light" in public. Just imagine a scenario where a person is wearing a "Cry Light" and suddenly starts blushing. The "Cry Light" would light up, drawing attention to the person's blush. It's a fun and trendy device that adds a touch of humor to everyday situations.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Al & Ed's Autosound

The nation's largest mobile electronics communications specialists

Call 800-523-0273
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Mental Advocacy

by Robert Rumpel

In 1977, Assemblyman Frank Latherman, a Democrat from La Jolla, introduced a bill known as the Lanternmeng Mental Health Advocacy Act. It specifically provided for the creation of a Department of Mental Health Advocacy, to be located in the state's capital at Sacramento. The department was to be created to provide mental health services to all residents of the state. The bill was signed into law by Governor Jerry Brown in 1978.

Larry's home

Virginia Smith found the word. On or after the first Tuesday in November, she had been the victim of a/uiing in a home invasion. Virginia had been found unresponsive in her home on the night of the 10th of November. She was rushed to the hospital and pronounced dead shortly thereafter. Virginia had been a beloved member of the community, and her death has been met with widespread grief.

Bad acting: the Borscht Belt version of Lajos Szabo's 'A Time to Remember' was produced by the Los Angeles Theatrical Company at the El Capitan Theatre in Hollywood. The production was met with critical acclaim, and the cast received numerous awards for their performances. The film was eventually released to theaters nationwide, and became a box office success.

J. D. Crowe

J. D. Crowe was a famous poet and writer. He was known for his intense and often surreal poetry, which often dealt with themes of love, loss, and the human condition. Crowe was born in 1940 and passed away in 1995. His poems are still widely read and studied today.

Check in at Hotel Internment

by Abe Opinar

A wicked Hungarian count tries to seduce his handsome American blonde. A resort manager falls hard for a German baroness.

Every day, the Chicago Tribune publishes a news story about a current event. On this day, the story was about the efforts of the Tribune to improve its coverage of local news. The Tribune's editor, John Editorial, emphasized the importance of providing timely and accurate information to its readers. He also stressed the need for the newspaper to be a source of truth and accountability in the community.

Mark Schmidt and Steve McPherson

Mark Schmidt and Steve McPherson are two journalists working for the Tribune. They specialize in reporting on local news and events. Their work is highly regarded, and they are widely respected in the journalism community.

Detective

Detective work is a crucial aspect of law enforcement. It involves gathering evidence, interviewing witnesses, and conducting investigations to solve crimes. Detectives are often the first to arrive at a crime scene, and they are responsible for gathering evidence and making arrests. Their work is often dangerous and requires a high level of skill and expertise.

CITY LIGHTS

CITY LIGHTS

CITY LIGHTS

CITY LIGHTS

CITY LIGHTS

CITY LIGHTS
Mental advocacy

Mental advocacy is about being committed to the rights and needs of the mentally ill. It involves understanding and supporting those individuals who are experiencing mental health challenges. This could mean advocating for better access to mental health services, ensuring fair treatment in the criminal justice system, or supporting individuals in their daily lives. Mental advocacy is about empowering those affected by mental illness to have a voice and to be heard. It's about recognizing the value and potential of every individual, regardless of their mental health status.

Art Supplies.

Canvas, Paint, Brush sale

UP TO 50% OFF ALL ART STORE BRAND LIST ART STORE QUALITY ART STORE VALUE

ART STORE CANVAS

Choose from three depths: Light, Medium, Heavy. 175 ml series 1 List $11.95 Sale $5.98

ART STORE OIL PAINT

ART STORE ACRYLICS

Choose from three depths: Light, Medium, Heavy. 175 ml series 1 List $39.95 Sale $9.95

ART STORE BRUSHES

artist brushes for acrylic, oil & watercolor

ART STORE TEMPERA

Choose from three depths: Light, Medium, Heavy. 12 oz List $14.95 Sale $9.95 16 oz List $41.95 Sale $19.98

50% OFF CANVAS

50% OFF OIL PAINT

50% OFF ACRYLICS

50% OFF TEMPERA

50% OFF BRUSHES

54% OFF TEMPERA
You Can Afford Laser Vision Correction! LASIK. $995

$10 OFF
There is a Difference in Eye Care Providers.

EYEGASSES '49' CONTACT LENS EXAM & SERVICES '79

COMPUTER SALE!

VISION CORRECTION
FOR Nearsightedness | FarSightedness | Astigmatism
Which procedure is best for you?

VISION CORRECTION
FOR Nearsightedness | FarSightedness | Astigmatism
Which procedure is best for you?
ACCELERATE your Internet travels with Road Runner!

It's the high-speed service that lets you click and go. Our cable modem technology makes fast access to audio, video and all the pictures, news and information you want, a real time reality.

Try Road Runner Risk-free for 30 Days*

Order Road Runner today!

Call: (858) BEEP-BEEP

www.premierwireless.net

FREE ON ANY 1-YEAR CONTRACT
Premier Wireless DEAL OF THE MILLENNIUM: NOKIA 5190 DIGITAL PHONE #1 Rated Wireless Phone

FREE Unlimited Mobile-to-Mobile
FREE Roaming & Long Distance
FREE Mobile Services

1000 weekend minutes for $9.95 per month**

New Family Plan 1.95/minute with unlimited mobile-to-mobile and FREE long distance**

Add on Shared Minutes Between Phones**

Your Wireless Superstore Premier Wireless (619) 299-4455
San Diego's #1 dealer — who wants your business the most! ALL FACTORY-NEW INVENTORY — LIFETIME-OF-CONTRACT OVER-THE-COUNTER WARRANTY!

* 1-year contract required. We earn your business every month.

Dear Ed:

The only way to save The Monetary is to shut it down. I bought it a few years ago, when I heard something about the potential of virtual reality, but it never really worked out. I was just thinking about the great potential of egos, not in a literal high-flying sense in Caen. If you're not sure why I refer to it in the present, original condition.

— Real Collins, Ocean Beach

FREE Unlimited Mobile-to-Mobile
FREE Roaming & Long Distance
FREE Mobile Services

1000 weekend minutes for $9.95 per month**

New Family Plan 1.95/minute with unlimited mobile-to-mobile and FREE long distance**

Add on Shared Minutes Between Phones**

Your Wireless Superstore Premier Wireless (619) 299-4455
San Diego's #1 dealer — who wants your business the most! ALL FACTORY-NEW INVENTORY — LIFETIME-OF-CONTRACT OVER-THE-COUNTER WARRANTY!

* 1-year contract required. We earn your business every month.

Dear Ed:

The only way to save The Monetary is to shut it down. I bought it a few years ago, when I heard something about the potential of virtual reality, but it never really worked out. I was just thinking about the great potential of egos, not in a literal high-flying sense in Caen. If you're not sure why I refer to it in the present, original condition.

— Real Collins, Ocean Beach

FREE Unlimited Mobile-to-Mobile
FREE Roaming & Long Distance
FREE Mobile Services

1000 weekend minutes for $9.95 per month**

New Family Plan 1.95/minute with unlimited mobile-to-mobile and FREE long distance**

Add on Shared Minutes Between Phones**

Your Wireless Superstore Premier Wireless (619) 299-4455
San Diego's #1 dealer — who wants your business the most! ALL FACTORY-NEW INVENTORY — LIFETIME-OF-CONTRACT OVER-THE-COUNTER WARRANTY!

* 1-year contract required. We earn your business every month.
FREE UNLIMITED MOBILE-TO-MOBILE & FREE LONG DISTANCE & FREE ROAMING & $119.95/MO. FAMILY PLANS WITH FREE MOBILE-TO-MOBILE AND POOLED MINUTES

Ericsson 788 FREE

Motorola Timeport

Nokia 5190 FREE

Motorola

Nokia 6190 $49

Best Wireless Phone on the Market

Lithium Battery

Infrared Transfer from Your PC

TRADE IN YOUR OLD PHONE FOR:

CASH
Vibrating long-life battery
Hands-free system
Car charging adapter
Colored face plate
Leather carrying case

SAN DIEGO'S WIRELESS SUPERSTORE

1120 Minutes $29.99
1250 Minutes $39.99
1450 Minutes $49.99
1750 Minutes $79.99
2100 Minutes $99.99
2700 Minutes $149.99
3800 Minutes $199.99

Free delivery to your home or office

PACIFIC BELL Wireless

Premier Wireless

(619) 299-4455 www.premierwireless.net

MOTOROLA TIMEPORT

$29 ON ANY 1-YEAR CONTRACT**

Premier Wireless DEAL OF THE MILLENNIUM II

Best Wireless Phone on the Market

Vibrate mode
Lithium battery
Infrared transfer from your PC

TRADE IN AN OLD PHONE FOR:

CASH
Vibrating long-life battery
Double stand-up rapid charger
Hands-free system
Car charging adapter
Colored face plate
Leather carrying case
Belt clip

Your Wireless Superstore — Where business is done.

3533 Camino del Rio West

San Diego's #1 dealer — who wants your business the most!

ALL FACTORY-NEW INVENTORY — LIFETIME-OF-CONTRACT OVER-THE-COUNTER WARRANTY!

Add on 1000 weekend minutes for $9.95 per month**

1.95/month, with unlimited mobile-to-mobile and FREE long distance!**

Free delivery to your home or office

PACIFIC BELL Wireless

Premier Wireless

(619) 299-4455 www.premierwireless.net
FREE Digital Wireless Phones

Sporting Box

I'll Put A Fiver On The Calico

So, the main draw is the Muddy the Mule cartoons. Muddy is the center of the show. The same train doesn't run every day, but it is always exciting when it does! The train travels all day long, covering various parts of the state. The train engine, a powerful steam locomotive, is over 100 years old. The trip is an adventure for all passengers, young and old.

The scenery along the route is breathtaking. The train passes through lush forests, rolling hills, and picturesque towns. The conductor, a friendly local, narrates the journey, providing interesting facts about the area and its history. Live music is played on board, adding to the festive atmosphere.

Muddy the Mule

The Muddy the Mule cartoons are based on the original 1940s comic strip by Warren Whitman. In the cartoons, Muddy the Mule is a lovable, gentle creature who loves to help people and solve problems. The cartoons are known for their humorous and heartwarming stories, which often involve Muddy's interactions with other animals and humans.

The train ride is a must-do experience for anyone visiting the area. Whether you're a cartoon fan or just looking for an exciting way to explore the landscape, the Muddy the Mule train ride is sure to be a highlight of your trip.

The Sporting Box

The Sporting Box offers unique products for your next hunting or fishing trip. From hunting gear to fishing tackle, we have everything you need to make your adventure a success. Check out our latest products and get ready for your next outdoor adventure!

The Sporting Box

619.692.4466

For more information, visit our website: sportingbox.com

The Sporting Box connects you to the great outdoors.

Car Audio Heaven's

Truckload Sale

This Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Monday ALL ITEMS DRAMATICALLY REDUCED~ RED-TAGGED AND ON SALE FROM THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS

SONY • KENWOOD • PIONEER • POLK AUDIO • JVC • PANASONIC • HIFONICS

Also Celebrating At:

1850 CRANDT MESA BLVD, STE H • (858) 505-9009
3651 EL CAMINO BLVD • SAN DIEGO • (619) 287-4422

AMERICAN REFINED

BLAUPUNKT KENWOOD PIONEER JVC PRESTIGE SAFETY AUDIO SYSTEMS

CASSETTE PLAYERS ON SALE CD PLAYERS ON SALE CD CHANGERS ON SALE CAR AUDIO HEAVEN'S WOOFERS & BASS ON SALE

For your nearest location, call (858) 505-9009 or visit our website at caraudioheaven.com

For more information, contact us at:

1850 CRANDT MESA BLVD, STE H • (858) 505-9009
3651 EL CAMINO BLVD • SAN DIEGO • (619) 287-4422
When physicians need laser vision correction,
who do they trust their eyes to?

ALPHA LASER CENTERS
MEDICAL CORPORATION

There are just some of the members of the San Diego Medical Community who have trusted Dr. Motwani and Alpha Laser Centers with their eyes.

Don't you think you deserve the same level of quality they demand?

Jennifer Ellis, M.D.
Cataract-Thoracic Surgeon
William Honig, M.D.
OMVITD FDA Expert Panelist
Laurel Trebbien, M.D.
Pediatric Surgeon
Diego Reis, M.D.
Ophthalmologist
Gil Garden, M.D.
General Surgeon
Gregory Maguire, M.D.
Oculoplastics
David Klawich, M.D.
Pediatrician
Paula Vega, M.D.
Medical Director, Aurora U.S. Health care
Robert Kraman, M.D.
Medical Director, August & Healthcare
Conrad Kline, M.D.
Emergency Medicine
William Griesinger, M.D.
Psychiatrist
Sara Kline, D.C.
Palm Beach Chiropractic
Lawrence Siler, M.D.
Psychiatrist
Steve Kline, M.D.
Pediatrician
Jane D'Ottavio, M.D.
Pediatrician
Rita Rasanah, M.D.
Pediatrician
Curtis McClellan, M.D.
Pediatrician
Martin Miser, M.D.
Pediatrician
Mary Ochoa, MD
Michael Roll, M.D.

Alpha Laser Centers is proud to be the official
Eye Laser Specialists for the San Diego Padres.

1-877-SEE-ALPHA
www.seealpha.com

SHEEP AND GOATS
PLACES OF WORSHIP REVIEWED

San Diego Uluca Center
Mission Valley

San Diego Uluca Center is located in Mission Valley. The center is a place where people come to pray and worship God. It is a peaceful place where people can find solace in their daily lives.

Visit our Website: www.seealpha.com

THE FAMILYNET SHARE PLAN* NOW WITH FREE LONG DISTANCE.

Now your whole family can go mobile for less than you think. Here's how the FamilyNet Share Plan works: simply choose a GTE Digital HomeChoice plan with a monthly access of $35 or more and add family members for just $10 per line. Then you can share all the same pool of wireless minutes. That way, everyone can have their own phone and there's always plenty of minutes to go around. And now, there are no long-distance charges on calls made from your local service area. All day. Every day. The FamilyNet Share Plan. It's a family-sized calling plan. As always, this offer is also available to existing GTE customers.

VISIT ONE OF THE LOCATIONS BELOW:

GTE Company-Owned Stores


Authorised Agent Locations


For the best looking service, you'll recognize the GTE logo. Check your phone's displays, calling card, calling card holder, and talk to your agent.

GTE service plans vary with different providers. Please ask your agent how the plans differ. Customer service may vary with different providers. Please ask your agent how the plans differ. Customer service may vary with different providers. Please ask your agent how the plans differ.

Customer service may vary with different providers. Please ask your agent how the plans differ. Customer service may vary with different providers. Please ask your agent how the plans differ. Customer service may vary with different providers. Please ask your agent how the plans differ.
‘Crazy About You’

WARNER BROS

FREE INSTALLATION

STEREO WAREHOUSE

ALL MERCHANDISE BRAND NEW!

100% FINANCING AVAILABLE

ALL EX-STOCK ON SALE

KENWOOD • SONY • ALPINE • KENWOOD

KENWOOD • ALPINE • BLAUPUNKT • SONY
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Weinzel began work at the Davis Hospital and Medical Center in Salt Lake City, Utah, in early 1972. The next day, he was arrested and charged with the murder of his wife and her lover. The trial was held in 1973, and Weinzel was convicted and sentenced to life in prison.

Weinzel's trial was closely followed by the media, and his case became a cause célèbre for those advocating against the death penalty. Weinzel's defense team argued that he had been under the influence of drugs and alcohol at the time of the murder, and that the evidence against him was circumstantial.

Weinzel's conviction was overturned on appeal, and he was released from prison in 1976. However, he was later retried and convicted of the same murder. This time, his sentence was upheld, and he was sentenced to death.

Weinzel's case was one of many that helped to fuel the movement against the death penalty in the United States. His case also highlighted the importance of investigating and retrying cases where evidence is presented in such a way that it can be challenged or discredited.
We are the factory!

Pick a style. Pick a fabric. We make it. We ship it.

Over 1000 choices from. Over 5000 to choose from.

A FURNITURE LOVER'S PARADISE IN SAN DIEGO NOW OPEN!

LEGENDS HOME FURNITURE

SOFAS STARTING AT $299
SLEEPERS AT $399

Instant Credit up to $600. No Credit, Bad Credit, Everyone Gets Approved.
In-House financing only requires a checking account.

San Diego Auto Stereo Outlet
NEW & RESALE CONTEMPORARY & VINTAGE FASHIONS

Rags
The Fashion Exchange
500 N. Kearsley St.
607-313-9975
Mon.–Sat. 10 am–7 pm
Sun. 11 am–3 pm

SIZZLING SALES!!

HUGE SAVINGS
Storewide
50% OFF

Remember
Cycles

FITNESS DIRECT

Entertainment

Complete
(Out the Door)
One-Year Pager
Package Only

$53.05

(800)USA-BEEP
4853 Convoy Street • (858) 974-0500
Se habla español

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease, Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.
Unforgettable
LONG-AGO SAN DIEGO

"San Diego’s Chinatown and Singapore Flamingo"
RAY BRANDIS, SUSAN CARRICO, TONY MAGELS
CASE STUDY, 1985

No one knows who named the nine-block area around San Diego’s original harbor, the Singapore, for the waters, from a real fish with wriggling bars, fit. The district evolved outside the law. Around the docks, warehouses, and shanties built by transient fishermen, saloons spring up, and houses of prostitution (often fronts for gambling). Imprisoned sailors and the services of small criminals in the area, opium dens, and everything that comes with police raids, roving, and murder.

CASE STUDY EXCERPTS:

1. The "young reapers," who neither see nor understand to pay attention, sometimes described the practices as having a "cure and breed for it... money bought it... the hokkies of Montague... the dirty work... bad habits... at the end of the day... the hokkies... the reapers..."
2. Early sailors in San Diego stayed in tenement rooms with an uncontrolled light shaft, or they built their own tenement rooms. Many wives were the victims of violence and young men.
3. "Yes, I was... a certain husband of one of the ladies was a player in the Pacific Spiders or some more in the scarlet women... It's a poor woman... alone..."

On February 6, 1945, the police raided and closed the Flamingo and Wrang.

Some of the saloons and brothels were world-famous, especially the Pacific Spiders, on the corner of Second and L, and the Downey and Lee's, Center, at Second and A, a corner house, known, internationally, as a drug opli.

Police officers reported that thousands of people were coming from Los Angeles and elsewhere to obtain opium, marijuana, and opium. In the quarter of the time, sitting judges were called "swine bombs."

The first raid on local "sluices" came in 1935. Mayor Carl Taylor sent the California Highway Patrol to raid the Flamingo, but the vice squad was ordered to leave by the police commissioner, who said, "I don't have time for that."

According to historian Elizabeth McPhail, the Singapore became "an area in a city to which war was allowed to be carried on openly, as long as the 'center' kept within the bounds of the restricted area." In 1942, the Singapore was "prohibited, to the dismay of many citizens."

More police were reluctant to close the Singapore. Their unmentioned reason: "most of them are taking the time to see what's going on..." The Singapore's success continued until the 1940s, when the police finally forced it to close.

On November 11, 1942, after giving several warnings of a raid (and preparations for its consequences), the police moved through the Singapore at 6:30 p.m. They seized 1,418 bottles of alcohol, 11 other establishments. They presented 120 citations. "Almost caught in the raid were the wives."

The San Diego Star questioned the effect of raiding the 158 women and giving them 120 citations. "As a result of the raid, many Singapore women would probably be persuaded to leave the city and do their thing elsewhere rather than from men on the streets."

To enforce the peace, the City Council considered the arrest of all such and that which didn't come up to code. On December 6, 1942, the city made a long-term raid on much of the Singapore.

It was an unprecedented move. At Pacific and L, from the Flamingo to the Singapore and the Downey, the police made 50 arrests.

The structure was literally made of women. At Pacific and L, from the Pacific Spiders. The Downey and Lee's, Center, at Second and A. The Singapore's meta, in the 1940s, was a "community" that included women, men, and children. Not less than 100 women were found living on these streets.

On one side of one of the many stories was a man who was an old-fashioned longtime San Diegan, in another's photograph of him, on the other side of the street. The Singapore's story is a sad one, but it is a part of our history. This is the story of the Singapore's Flamingo.
Under the Same Sun

ISN'T IT ICONIC THAT THE MEXICAN BORDER IS FORTIFIED WITH ARMED GUARDS, lights, high metal fences, and constant law enforcement, all for the protection of a nation that is so often punished for its policies? While businesses and dollar-obsessed nations, politics in Mexico is soaring high. Students and their parents in both sides of the border are increasingly concerned about the political polarization in Mexico and the long-term effects of the ongoing violence.

In a December interview with representatives of the Student Activist Network in Southwestern College, students talked about the new generation's reaction to the current political climate and how it's affecting their daily lives. For the students, the border wall is not just a physical barrier but a symbol of the divide between two nations.

The Student Activist Network is united in the belief that the border wall is a violation of human rights and a symbol of the ongoing violence in the region. The network is committed to fighting against the wall and its consequences for the people living on both sides of the border.

Dr. Konishi, the chief of medicine, explained the situation: "The current situation is very tense on both sides of the border. People on one side see the wall as a symbol of separation, while those on the other side see it as a symbol of unity. It's a complex issue, but we must work together to find a solution.

The network is working on various projects to raise awareness about the issue. They are organizing various events to bring attention to the situation and to support the efforts of those working on the ground.

For more information, please visit the Student Activist Network's website or contact them directly.

---

Attention deficit disorder

Do you know what ADHD is? It stands for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. It is a condition that affects children and adults worldwide. The symptoms of ADHD can range from mild to severe and can interfere with various aspects of life, including school, work, and social relationships.

Signs and symptoms of ADHD include:

- Difficulty paying attention
- Impulsivity
- Hyperactivity

There is no cure for ADHD, but there are treatments available, such as medication, therapy, and behavior modification.

Currently, there are approximately 4.4 million adults in the United States who have ADHD. The prevalence of ADHD is estimated to be 10% in the general population.

The latest research suggests that ADHD is a brain disorder that affects the areas of the brain that control behavior, attention, and emotion.

For more information about ADHD, please visit the National Institute of Mental Health's website.

---

Depressed?

Depression is a common mental health disorder that affects millions of people worldwide. It is characterized by feelings of sadness, hopelessness, and a lack of interest in activities that were once enjoyable.

Symptoms of depression may include:

- Persistent feelings of sadness or hopelessness
- Loss of interest in activities
- Difficulty sleeping or excessive sleeping
- Changes in appetite
- Fatigue or decreased energy
- Difficulty concentrating or making decisions
- Irritability
- Thoughts of suicide or self-harm

There is no cure for depression, but there are treatments available, such as medication, therapy, and lifestyle changes.

If you or someone you know is struggling with depression, please seek help. You do not have to face it alone.

---

Too shy?

Shyness is a common social anxiety disorder that affects millions of people worldwide. It is characterized by feelings of anxiety and fear in social situations.

Symptoms of shyness may include:

- Feeling nervous or anxious in social situations
- Feeling like you are being judged
- Feeling like you are making others uncomfortable
- Feeling like you are not good enough

There is no cure for shyness, but there are treatments available, such as therapy, medication, and self-help strategies.

If you or someone you know is struggling with shyness, please seek help. You do not have to face it alone.

---

To accept who we are and where we come from, we need to embrace our unique experiences. Each of us has a story to tell, and it's important to share that story with others.

In conclusion, the Student Activist Network is dedicated to fighting for a better future for all. They are committed to working towards a world where everyone is valued and respected, regardless of their background.

For more information about the Student Activist Network, please visit their website or contact them directly.
Upgrade Your PC Or Mac For More Fun!

CPU: AMD Athlon 64 OEM

Memory: Diamond Supremes 512 MB PC133 V90

Motherboard: Diamond Supremes X133 V90

Sound Card: Diamond Supremes Sound Blaster Live!

Graphics Card: Diamond Supremes Diamond RX 7000

Hard Drive: Diamond Supremes 120 GB

Network Card: Diamond Supremes 10/100 Ethernet

Video Card: Diamond Supremes 3D Prophet II DTV 4MB AGP

Check out our complete product & price list at
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$149
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Bring this coupon in to receive a FREE T-shirt with any $50 computer upgrade purchase.

Lose 18 pounds
in just 4 weeks,
always says, "a little more is a lot more." It's so true. I weight 52 pounds! I lost 18 pounds in just 4 weeks. I lost 18 pounds in just 4 weeks! A year of

FREE CONSULTATION

PLUS $50 OFF INITIAL FEE.

A DOCTOR'S WEIGHT LOSS CLINIC

Claismont (800) 770-7000
East County (815) 450-7200
North County (630) 450-7200

"A DOCTOR'S WEIGHT LOSS CLINIC"

Call today for your FREE CONSULTATION.

"MAKING WEIGHT LOSS EASY."

In the summer of 1978, a group of doctors formed the Doctors' Weight Loss Program. They were determined to help people lose weight and keep it off. They believed that a healthy lifestyle was the key to success. Now, over 30 years later, they continue to be leaders in the field of weight loss. Their program has helped thousands of people achieve their weight loss goals. Today, the Doctors' Weight Loss Program is one of the most trusted and respected programs in the country. It is not only dedicated to weight loss, but also to overall health. The Doctors' Weight Loss Program has helped hundreds of people achieve their weight loss goals. The program is designed to help individuals develop healthy eating habits and exercise routines that will last a lifetime. The program focuses on making small changes to your daily routine that can lead to big results. The doctors believe that the key to success is consistency and commitment. The Doctors' Weight Loss Program is committed to helping you achieve your weight loss goals and maintain a healthy lifestyle. With the support and guidance of the program's doctors and staff, you can achieve your weight loss goals and maintain a healthy lifestyle. The Doctors' Weight Loss Program is not just about losing weight, it's about life-long health and wellness.
We Weep
FOR OUR STRANGENESS

"I let out a wail that was like a sound I'd never heard before...I couldn't stop the waves of sobs."
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"Look at that dumb kid," she said as I watched another girl go by. "She takes her bike for a ride in the rain."

"It's nice out," I replied, "You should go for a walk yourself." She looked at me with a smile and said, "You should stay inside, it's too cold out there." I chuckled and said, "Okay, I'll go for a walk, too." We both laughed and parted ways.

---

Well, I'm sorry that I came across as rude or insensitive in my previous interaction. I should have apologized for my behavior and offered a better response. I'm happy to continue the conversation and offer any support or assistance you may need.
"After successfully finding telemarketers through the Reader and Job Giant, we decided to place an ad for sales reps. We received résumés from several qualified candidates, including applicants from Oakland, California, and Newport, Rhode Island. Our newest employee came from Oakland. Success again with Job Giant!"

— Terry Groves, Sales Manager, Aztec Business Machines
Celebrate the
Barenaked Ladies
exclusive LA appearance at:

DriversFest 2000

Start with a national car show and exhibit. Add lots of test driving and a chance to learn driving tips from professional drivers. Fold in a mixture of lifestyle displays and activities. Surround with all things Volkswagen. Top with a concert featuring Barenaked Ladies that rocks the evening. What do you get? DriversFest 2000 — a sure recipe for a full day of summer fun.

Perhaps the more important question is...

Who? You, the Barenaked Ladies and thousands of Volkswagen enthusiasts.

What? DriversFest 2000 — an all-day festival for $25.


Where? The Arrowhead Pond of Anaheim, Calif.

How? Register online at www.vwca.org, call the DriversFest 2000 Headquarters at 1.800.435.4201 or visit any Ticketmaster location.
INTRODUCTION TO YOGA WORKSHOP

Learn the basic postures and breathing techniques of Hatha Yoga. This is a workshop for beginning students. Experience the benefits of yoga practice—gain flexibility, develop strength and cultivate a feeling of well-being.

Saturday, July 8
2-4 pm
& Sunday, July 9
2-4 pm

• $50 for both days
• Pre-registration required
• Intro to Yoga Workshop offered second weekend of every month
See Web site for details.

YOGA del mar

To register, mail check to:
Yoga Del Mar
2652 Del Mar Heights Rd.
Del Mar, CA 92014
or call for details: 858-292-0076
www.yogadelmar.com

SWEDING, SWEETHEARTS, NEVER SEEN BEFORE

Lecturers by THE EXPERTS

Natural History Museum

THEY'RE HERE

through September 20

SKYDIVE
It's Only Gravity.

$20 off any first-jump course

120 MPH!!!!

www.altreaventures.com

Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco

In 1871, Lucky discovered the secret to making a great-tasting cigarette.

IT'S TOASTED

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING. Smoking Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease, Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.
A 25th Annual
BRIDAL BAZAAR
...has it all!

"A rare bridal adventure as elegant as it is sensational"
"Shoppers CAD
cad.

July 16 • 10 am-5 pm
San Diego Concourse

Brides register at:
www.BridalBazaar.com

Winning at Sycuan is a Breeze!

Monday nights in July - enter the Sycuan Sandblow Race and take a chance on winning $1,000, $1,000, and $1,000 in cash.
Every Monday night, two lucky players will have a chance to be a winner. Choose your own sylar to determine the amount you would win.

Sail into Sycuan
July 10, 17, 24, 31

BUDGET TRAVEL EXPERTS

TAMPA
$304
COSTA RICA
$509

NEW YORK
$333
BOGOTA
$488

MEXICO
$417
SALVADOR
$488

FERI
$498
SYDNEY
$910

Going to Europe? Don't forget: hotels, rail passes, hostel cards, insurance, tours, backpacks.

AROUND THE WORLD FARES
AS LOW AS $1,235

Cus. Dir.: 858-520-9911

Temecula Wine Tour - 5 Hours $169
Three-Hour Limo Service $99

'40 an Hour'
Affordable Limousine
619-725-0939

Toll-free from Northern California: 888-248-4340

* Some restrictions apply. Sunday Fares only.

For That Special Outing

LIMOUSINE

1 FREE Hour

94 Hours a Week

(818) 66-007
Bridal Bazaar
3012 Mission Center
San Diego, CA 92103

WIN A FREE Ticket
WIN A 14 Karat DIAMOND
WIN $500 Bonus at Checker's

Enter the Drawing today.

"Let the Drawing begin"
Rancid-Hearted Artichoke

Strindberg understood information overload long before it became our way of life.

The situa-"ion is straightforward: A student walks by a luxurious house, sees a beautiful woman, and decides he must have her. The woman is the Colonel's wife, and she is beautiful. But the student is not content with just one night. He wants more. So he takes her to his apartment, where she is held captive for several days. The situation becomes even more complicated when the student discovers that his landlord is also interested in the Colonel's wife. He tries to seduce her, but she resists him. In the end, the student is driven mad by his obsession with the Colonel's wife, and he commits murder.

The play is a commentary on the obsession with beauty and the стремление к идеалу. It is also a critique of the way society values beauty and success above all else. The student's distraction from his work and his pursuit of the Colonel's wife are both examples of this. The play is a reminder that, while it is important to pursue success and beauty, it is equally important to be true to oneself and to the things that matter most.

Review

The production is well-crafted, and the performances are excellent. The set design is simple but effective, and the lighting adds to the mood. The acting is outstanding, with each actor bringing their character to life. The play is a thought-provoking and well-written piece of drama, and it is definitely worth seeing.
What Wiped Out the Black Nightclubs?

"My first 'lectric guitar, I made it."

Tiny weight is in a North Park soda shop that

is not for the wear of Al Capone from the

mid-1920s on up. It smelled loud and

black and green food, and the long windows are

in the direct path of traffic and the

world.

The only rival — two couples

and a single woman — sit at

the Tiki Bar's brown tables

and look out for the bus

while they wonder if the

Christmas lights have hung off the back wall.

Especially, a drab Marathon car drives along

the jet road. Across the room, Melanie Brown

stands in a black polyester pants, matching

from head to toe, an imitation of a "Yippie"

stand-up and down the road of her steel guitar.

"I can see all the way to the sky," she

smiles, "and hear the noise of the

trenches."

With a brush, she draws his

thoughts, inspirations, and

interests into his music that he

has to gather in memory to

play it on his guitar.

Brown's playing is so good at times it

seems miraculous, like the music is coming

out of the air. She smiles. "I love

Jerry Garcia and the Grateful Dead."

Though her music, she enjoys

playing her guitar in Brown's

pub. She enjoys the music.
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Summer Jazz by the Bay!

Live Music: 7:30-10:30 pm, NO COVER CHARGE

Ronny Kaye & Gilbert Castellanos
Jesse Michel Trio
Lou Brockman
Joe Marillo with Mikan
Italian seafood specialties & homemade pastas!
Bring In This Ad For 15% Off Your Dinner
EXCLUSIVE ADVERTER. USE BY 7/26/00.

Ristorante Michelangelo
2001 Shelter Island Drive 619-224-9478

Make your stereo whimper for mercy.

The first of two new Exercises releases is here in time. Frontman Art Abravanel says the album will "show two sides of the same coin. What we do is very peppy or very angry. And there's a part of us that's very silly." Learning How To Smile answers the more melodic, pop side of the band.

PRERELEASE INTERVIEW DISC
WITH PURCHASE OF THIS CD

White Dagger

Friday, July 14
Yo Quiro Comedy Jam
Paul Rodriguez
Joe Viterelli
Marlisa Martinez

Music: Marc & Christian & Chill Service, Room 1
My Ears Were Going Crazy

"I was listening to Queen and Pink Floyd, and I was not a normal Gypsy Romanian guy anymore."

Andrea Duggan

December

Girl in a thousand moons

There was a time when the moon was a moon, when the night was a night, and the stars were stars. There was a time when the world was whole, and everything was perfect. But then, one day, the moon became a woman, and the night became a girl. She wore a dress of silver and a crown of stars, and she danced through the darkness, leaving nothing but beauty in her wake.

Andrea Duggan

The moon was a woman

There was a time when the sun was a sun, when the day was a day, and the sky was blue. There was a time when the world was bright, and everything was alive. But then, one day, the sun became a man, and the sky became a boy. He wore a suit of gold and a tie of clouds, and he walked through the light, leaving nothing but joy in his path.

Andrea Duggan

The sun was a man

There was a time when the world was whole, and everything was perfect. But then, one day, the moon became a woman, and the sun became a man. They met in the middle of the night, and they fell in love. They were a perfect couple, and they were happy. But then, one day, the moon became a man, and the sun became a woman. They were not a happy couple, and they were not perfect.

Andrea Duggan

The world was broken

There was a time when the world was whole, and everything was perfect. But then, one day, the moon became a man, and the sun became a woman. They were not a happy couple, and they were not perfect. They broke the world, and they left nothing but ruins in their wake.

Andrea Duggan

The world was broken
COMING UP!
Sundays, July 14-15
Show Broadway Hula Dancers: July 21 and 22
Sponsored by Merrill Lynch
Great Big Road Show: July 28 and 29
Starring The Sentimentalists: July 29

The San Pedro Trio of Classical Music: Aug 4 and 5
The Shadow Lovers: Aug 11 and 12
Opera's Greatest Moments: Aug 18 and 19
Sponsored by Merrill Lynch
The Los Angeles Master Chorale: Aug 25 and 26
Sponsored by Merrill Lynch

Special Concerts:
April 7 and 8
June 11 and 12
July 9 and 10
August 13 and 14

More information at www.SANDEIAGO.com

For Tickets Call 619-235-0804
ticketmaster
For Group Sales call 619-235-0805 ext. 299
WWW.SANDEIAGO.com SYMPHONY
Calendar

MOVIES

Calvin Wilson’s "Shaft"

4/1-4/7

"One of the Year’s Happiest Surprises!"

2/1-4/7

Scary Movie Rocks!

Outrageous! Funny!

IN THEATERS THIS WEEK!

MOVIE LISTINGS

The Adventures of Hotty and Bullethead

The movie portrays a comical and exaggerated depiction of the adventures of two fictional superheroes. The main characters, Hotty and Bullethead, have superpowers that enable them to save the world from various threats. The film includes slapstick comedy, action sequences, and a unique blend of live-action and animation. It is a campy and entertaining watch for those who enjoy humorous and over-the-top storytelling.

IT’S NOT THE SAME OLD BULL!

"A MILESTONE IN FILMMAKING."

"We're dealing with a social issue that affects every country in the world, and it's time for us to wake up and pay attention.

Now showing at

"Perfect Storm"

"The Great Ziegfeld"

"Rocky"

"Bullwinkle"

"Aquaman"

"The Legend of Zorro"
Jack's Funny Farm

While Matt's making the chilli, Chuck's talking Harry how he's been coming here maybe 13 years.

Destructive Teetotalling

While it is impossible to make good wine from bad grapes, it is deeply possible to make bad wine from good grapes.

JULY HAPPENINGS

Family Night every Sunday 5-7 pm: KC the Clown and his crew of crazy clowns (with purchase of each entree).

Deli Night every Tuesday 5-9 pm: Deli Catering. All You Can Eat $39.99

Beach Night every Thursday 5-9 pm: $39.99 + $20.00. Beach mix & match.

Pizza Monday & Thursday 4-9 pm: $21.95 per person

Lady Bird Dinner

Every Thursday 5-330 pm $10.00

DESSERT

DESSERT

Amber's

9511 West Orange Ave 1st Floor - 754-445-2044

Afternoon Specials: 12-7 pm

5 OFF BreakFast FREE LUNCH FREE DINNER

Home of the Free 72-oz. Steak Dinner

Daily Happy Hour 4-7 pm

Seafood Appetizer Special: 5-9 pm

For information or reservations call 754-445-2044.

1/2 OFF ALL DINNER

ALL DRINKS FREE

D'lish Express

5080 S. Dixie Hwy. Suite 104

D'lish Gourmet

5560 Dixie Hwy. Suite 104

1/2 OFF ALL PASTA OR PIZZA

ALL DRINKS FREE
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THE PERFECT 2nd JOB!
AM, Afternoon & PM Shifts
Work as little as 16 hours per week.
We offer:
• Flexible schedules
• $9-$14+/hr potential
• Weekly pay
• Paid training
• Professional/friendly environment
• No cold calling

We are looking for friendly, outgoing individuals to contact customers on behalf of leading software/video corporations. Call us for an immediate interview or apply in person at 9332 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.

858.292.6751, ext. 8026
www.clinicalcare.com/hiresdgo
Member San Diego & Imperial Counties Better Business Bureau

RECEPTIONISTS
and SECURITY OFFICERS
Needed Now!
(25 full-time positions, all shifts)
Begin your career in security today!
We are a leading growing company committed to finding and developing the best qualified persons in California. Positions available now – full-time and part-time, including weekends.

ARMED & UNARMED SECURITY
We offer:
• Competitive pay ($8.75-$11.50 per hour)
• Performance-based advancement
• Kaiser, dental, and eye care plans
• 401(k)
• Good work locations
• Uniform and midshift assistance
• Paid vacations and holidays
• Business and direct deposit
• Fill in Trim – No experience required

Requirements:
• Good communication skills
• Neat appearance
• Good character
• Working telephone
• Dependable transportation
• Drug screening

If interested, please apply Monday-Friday, 9 am-4 pm.

HERITAGE
Security • Services
2180 Pacific Ave., Suite 110, Carlsbad
1690 Morena Blvd., Suite 200, San Diego

HOMES.COM
The #1 Real Estate Internet Company, “Homes.com”, is NOW Hiring Inside Sales People.
Homes.com is expanding its Telesales division, we are currently opening 4 new call centers in San Diego.

• Great Pay
• Fast Track to Manager
• 4 Great Locations: North County, South County, East County and Sorento Valley

Call Today For An Interview:
858-535-9332 x2703

Hereditary Opportunity Incentive
• Annual Incentive Awards
• Advancement within the Organizational Career Path
TELESALES
Great starting salary ($5 per hour)
Top commissions (5% to 12%)
Convenient beach-front location
Promotional items sold in a professional manner
Excellent income potential!
Available immediately for part-time

CANTVASSERS.
Experiences in personal selling
Available immediately for part-time

Shield Security, Inc.
Part-time positions now available
- Roves start at $8 per hour
- Attendance in guard card
- Ask about our cash bonuses
- Career advancement opportunities
- Profile sharing, medical, dental available
- If you have no criminal convictions, good work history, and no security issues, apply in person at:
2050 El Camino Real, San Diego
425-247-1483
250 N. Ash St., Escondido
760-874-1402

Hot Automotive Jobs
Successful dealership in the San Diego area has immediate openings in the following areas:

• TECHNICIANS
• SERVICE ADVISORS

Competitive wages and great benefits.
Please call Mr. Jenesse at: 800-953-2262
or send your résumé to:

12400 Highway Drive, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92176
Fax 800-467-2669
E-mail: Auto.Jobs@wreavets.com

Production Assistant
Southwestern College

Part-time Production Assistant in community college print shop. Work 19 hours per week. Must have knowledge of printing press and duplicating machines. Will operate duplicating and binding equipment, work under pressure, maintain supplies. High school diploma required or equivalent and 1 year experience required. Must pass a pre-employment physical if selected for position. Salary $1,623/month. Excellent benefits.

For application materials contact:
Southwestern College
Human Resources Office, Bldg. 1650
900 Otay Lakes Road
Chula Vista, CA 91910
(619) 462-6134
www.scccd.ca.edu
Application deadline: July 17, 2000

Découvrez l'Afrique!
Peace Corps invites you to discover
French-speaking Africa

Guinea
Senegal
Gabon
Niger
Cameroon
Mali
Côte d'Ivoire

Find out more.
July 11 from 7 to 9 pm
Borders Books and Music
11460 Rancho Carmel Drive
San Diego

www.peacecorps.gov
(800) 424-8580
Henry Hite, "World's Tallest Man," hit at least this club when in San Diego back in '66 (the Caliph, on Fifth Avenue!). The crown on his head suggests he was here on a promotional tour for Corn King. Hite (or Henry Mulina, b. 1935) didn't seem to have the luck of Tony Robbins. The Guinness Book of World Records disregarded his claim to 9'7" of altitude; they said he was 7'6". Hite's earring career short-circuited in 1962 when Stanley, his midget sidekick, had a heart attack. From there Hite went into food promotion, representing Corn King, Wills' Foods, dropping in at grocery stores for "hot dog days." Yeah, Hite drove a Volkswagen—"with the front seats removed so he could work the pedals from the backseat." Doctors napped Hite's pituitary gland with ultraviolet rays to try and bring his problem under control. Hite stopped the therapy for fear of a bald spot. In 1978, after enduring a couple years of heart and liver trouble, he died. —by Robert Marzulli
### Classified Ads

**$6 CLASSIFIEDS!**

24 BOX'S FREE OR LEASE FOR PRIVATE RELEASE ON HOME ON PAGE 15

---

**Music**

**Wireless Microphones**

Does your church, school or organization need to purchase wireless products? Come in for your complimentary issue of the magazine Selection & Operation of wireless microphone systems.

We stock all major brands!

See Diego's QRS! Pro Music Shop specializing in audio and entertainment.

---

**Sports**

---

**Warehousing**

WAREHOUSE PRICES!

---

**Specials**

---

**Giveaways**

---

---

---
JAPANESE ENGINES AND TRANSMISSIONS

HIGH QUALITY. LOW PRICES. QUALITY WORK.

K. WATANABE CORPORATION
9710 Distribution Ave., San Diego
858-536-1100

Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
Saturday 9 am-1 pm

Call for nationwide or outside today
www.beachcitiesautorepair.com

Beach Cities AUTOMOTIVE AND MUFFLER

Free Brake Inspection + Free Tire Rotation

Get Outta Here! Summer Savings Specials

AA BUDGET TRANSMISSIONS

Clutch Transmission Rebuild $189

$386

TRANSMISSION SERVICE

MANUAL TRANSMISSION REBUILD

FREE ALIGNMENT OFFER

ALIGNED 25 $35 $45 $55

50% OFF ALINMENT FREE INSPECTION

30,000 40,000 60,000 80,000

TRANSMISSION SERVICING AND REBUILDING

EXCEPTIONAL

COMPLETE AUTOMATIC TRANS

10 YEAR WARRANTY - IN HOUSE WORK

TURBO-5 AUTOMATIC $1,000

TURBO-3 AUTOMATIC $1,400

PACIFIC TIRE & BRAKE

865 W. Magnolia Ave., Santa

888-536-1100

We Want to Be Your Auto Center!

Beach Cities AUTOMOTIVE AND MUFFLER

Free Brake Inspection + Free Tire Rotation

Beach Cities AUTOMOTIVE AND MUFFLER

Free Brake Inspection + Free Tire Rotation

Beach Cities AUTOMOTIVE AND MUFFLER

Free Brake Inspection + Free Tire Rotation

Beach Cities AUTOMOTIVE AND MUFFLER

Free Brake Inspection + Free Tire Rotation
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

SHEENS AUTO CARE

30K/60K/90K MAJOR SERVICE

TINTING BELTS

NEW CLUTCH

HANNIM AUTO CENTER

30/60/90K-MILE SERVICE "219"*

Timings belts

OIL CHANGE "16.95"

COOLING SYSTEM SPECIAL 9*

SMOKE CHECK SPECIAL "211"

KEARNY MESA TOYOTA

SUPERCHARGER by THO

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE 9*

San Diego's Largest Selection of Wheels & Tires

San Dieg's Largest Selection of Wheels & Tires

Don't Pay a Lemon

Catalyst Converters Special $119.95

Mufflers $99.95

C.V. Boots $39.95

Tuning Belt Special only $75

Computerized Front Alignment $119.95

Air Conditioning Service $19.95

Transmission Service $44.95

Lube • Oil • Filter $17.95

Bat • Solenoid $39.95

License Plate Light $19.95

Transmission Rebuild $350

C.V. Boot $39.95

Air Conditioning Service $119.95

Transmission Service $474.95

Lube • Oil • Filter $17.95

Bat • Solenoid $39.95

License Plate Light $19.95

BASIC TOYOTA

TOYOTA

GT

SUPERCHARGER by THO

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE 9*

30/60/90K-MILE SERVICE "219"*

SMOKE CHECK SPECIAL "211"

KEARNY MESA TOYOTA

SUPERCHARGER by THO

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE 9*

30/60/90K-MILE SERVICE "219"*

SMOKE CHECK SPECIAL "211"

KEARNY MESA TOYOTA

SUPERCHARGER by THO

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE 9*

30/60/90K-MILE SERVICE "219"*

SMOKE CHECK SPECIAL "211"
It's Just Baseball

I don't remember watching sports on TV when I was a kid. On Sunday afternoons, we'd go to the park and play basketball. In the winter, we'd play volleyball or something. I don't know what else we played. But we didn't have a TV, so we didn't watch baseball, football, or anything like that. We had to be out there playing.